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WiFi has become one of the major network access networks due to its simple technical implementation and high-bandwidth
provisioning. In this paper, we studied software defined WiFi networks (SDWN) against traditional WiFi networks to understand
the potential benefits, such as the ability of SDWN to effectively hide the handover delay between access points (AP) of the adoption
of the SDWN architecture on WiFi networks and identify representative application scenarios where such SDWN approach could
bring additional benefits. This study delineated the performance bottlenecks such as the throughput degradation by around 50%
compared with the conventional WiFi networks. In addition, our study also shed some insights into performance optimization
issues. All of the performance measurements were conducted on a network testbed consisting of a single basic service set (BSS)
and an extended service set (ESS) managed by a single SDN controller deployed with various laboratory settings. Our evaluation
included the throughput performance under different traffic loads with different number of nodes and packet sizes for both TCP
and UDP traffic flows. Handover delays were measured during the roaming phase between different APs against the traditional
WiFi networks. Our results have demonstrated the tradeoff between performance and programmability of software defined APs.

1. Introduction

Many emerging Internet services have been reshaping our
daily lives, which are running on wireless portable devices
including mobiles and tablets. These services commonly use
WiFi networks for Internet access. Studies have shown that
in near future most of the IP traffic will be carried wirelessly
so there exists a pushing need to increase network capacity
and improve its efficiency for end-users [1]. For the streaming
applications such as voice over IP, users require Internet
services with quality-of-service. Providing network services
to different users at the same time may cause hindrance
and jitter in the traffic load. The increasing numbers of
users and traffic flows everyday suggest that the traditional
WiFi networks should be renovated to meet soar demands.
The operational cost and traditional infrastructure of the
WiFi networks have slowed down this innovation process
[2], for example, the radio network resource abstraction and
allocation lacks of controlling knots due to the random access

on broadcast wireless medium and the dynamic channel
conditions. Nowadays, there have been many intelligent
devices emerging that have self-adaption awareness which
also induce security challenges to the networks. In addition
to deliver real-time data, the networks need to be equipped
with advanced programmability features to manage these
potentially hostile devices. Moreover, the network should
provide measurable, manageable, and controllable interfaces
to network applications at the upper layer [3].

The SDN paves a new approach of network management
by partitioning the control plane and the forwarding plane.
In terms of enabling programmability, ability to control
network traffic and devices, SDN networks are more flexible
than the traditional ones in handling constraints such as
channel switching, unbalanced traffic load, and handover.
The separation of the control plane and the forwarding plane
not only provides flexible management but also provides the
centralized control for the whole network. SDN has been
accepted as a unique architecture for wired infrastructure, by
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providing faster deployment of new services and applications,
by enabling novel features such as virtualization. OpenFlow
becomes a common south-bound protocol for the SDN
deployment [4]. Software defined wireless networking is
a natural extension of SDN for wireless networks, which
has been proposed in networking research and industry
communities in that such a separate controller can control
wireless devices in a unified way.

WiFi networks have been shifting from local and inde-
pendent framework to substantial public infrastructures [5,
6]. It becomes a challenge to provide services to a large-scale
network with adequate coverage, low delay, and minimum
disruption. A single AP can cover a radius of about 200 to 300
meters in outdoor environments, while in indoor scenarios
a single AP can cover about 50 meters; hence, frequent
handovers may occur due to limited sizes of hot spots. The
distance between APs and end-users has a major impact on
bandwidth. A user who is connected with a longer distance
to its AP can only receive around 10 to 50 percent of the
network bandwidth as compared to the user connected to
adjacent AP. It is very important to address this persistent
handover problem. In a traditional architecture, it is difficult
to configure all the devices in case of small changes in network
policy.

Figure 1 illustrates an SDN-based WiFi network archi-
tecture, in which multiple network management policies can
be controlled under a centralized control. The devices are
connected with SDN-based APs, under the management of
a single controller which have a global view of networks.
In a software defined WiFi network, there is no need to
instrument variousWiFi protocols on theAPs; instead, all the
packet forwarding decisions are determined by a centralized
controller. By controlling the whole network in form of
programmable entities, SDWN offers flexible environments
for the management and performance improvement of
infrastructure by deploying new services more conveniently.

In this paper, we study the tradeoff between performance
and programmability for software defined WiFi networks
against the traditional WiFi networks. We instrument an
experimental network testbed to conduct performance com-
parison. This testbed contains a java-based SDN controller,
APs and 24 clients for generating real network traffic. This
testbed is configured with single and multiple BSS testing
scenarios. The performance is measured with TCP and UDP
based packets and the evaluation establishes the tradeoff
between network performance and control flexibility in
SDWN. We focus on a case study to examine the mobility
issues in this instrumented SDWN testbed. In SDWN, there
aremanyAPswhich aremanaged by such a central controller.
This controller serves as the network brain accessible for all
the APs. The SDN controller coordinates APs so that the
roaming clients are able to maintain network connectivity
from one AP to another. Our experiments consider two
typical scenarios. In the first scenario, the same channel is
used, while different channels are used in the second scenario.
The comparison focus on the handover delay in two typical
scenarios and the throughput ismeasured for a SDWNproto-
type, namely, Odin-V2, in comparison with the conventional
WiFi network.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we provide a background review on software defined wire-
less networks. In Section 3, we describe the framework of
an experimental SDWN network testbed. Then, we report
various performance evaluation results in Section 4. Finally,
we conclude the paper in Section 5.

2. Background

With rapid deployment of new Internet based applications
[7–9], WiFi has become the most adopted network interface
in many portable devices. WiFi services are pervasively avail-
able these days, but it is challenging to provide high-speed
constant connectivity for many users. Many gaming and
voice applications demand continuous network connectivity
without any freezing or delay. Mobility is an essential and
major issue in cell-based wireless networks. In traditional
WiFi network architectures, certain handovers occur due to
frequent mobility of a client when he changes his location
during connection to one AP. After changing his location, if
the client obtains better signal strength from another access
point as compared to previously connected AP, this client
may establish a new association to this new AP. In a large-
scale environment of traditional WiFi networks, this client
faces such a frequent handover problem which takes time
due to the exchange of management frames between the
client and APs. Frequent handover is one of the serious
problems in traditional WiFi networks and it is not specified
in the 802.11 protocol family. Handover decisions are usually
made by vendor specific protocols which take decisions based
on signal power, signal to noise ratio, and other criteria.
SDN provides advanced network services with flexible and
economical hardware, and it is based on a unified way to
manage the network [10]. SDN has now been extended for
WiFi and cellular networks.The extension of SDN forWLAN
has been an active research because many research problems
are still open to be addressed including performance and
practical deployment of SDWN. OpenFlow is a typical
south-bound protocol for a controller to manage network
devices, while it is yet to provide the support for 802.11
protocols.

Most available SDN simulators only support wired net-
work infrastructure. It is challenging to study the perfor-
mance of wireless network because channel interference
and other aspects are difficult to replicate in a simulation
environment. Odin [11] is a prototype system towards a real
deployment of a SDWN.Our testbed heavily utilizes theOdin
architecture with necessary module upgrades and various
modifications. The virtual access point (VAP) provides man-
agement competence and virtualizes the association structure
of AP, which empower the administrator to program the
network and deploy the WiFi infrastructure. A typical Odin
infrastructure contains a single controller and multiple APs.
The controller and APs communicate with each other using
TCP connections. This deployment has the advantage that
no modification is required on the end systems and there
is no need of connection reestablishment in case of han-
dover. The management process running on the controller
will migrate the connection from one VAP to another
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Figure 1: A software defined WiFi networking architecture.

VAP. Thereafter, this end-user can move freely within the
network.

SDN provides a promising way to manage network in an
elastic and cost-effective way. In recent years, the SDN has
been developed beyond wired networks. We have witnessed
various research efforts in implementing software defined
wireless and cellular networks [12, 13]. After the separation of
control and data plane customized configuration is no longer
required for wireless APs. Due to this centralized nature,
experiments can be run on the production network without
generating trafficdisturbance [14].Network virtualization has
also been examined to support wireless networks. Wireless
network virtualization provides opportunities for several
virtual networks to run on a sharedwireless physicalmedium.
It is promising to implement software defined wireless local
area networks, while there are many challenges which need
to be tackled before their widespread deployment, such
as dynamically scheduling the wireless resources. With the
increasing wide-range deployment and the diversification of
wireless technologies, it has become a very challenging task
to manage wireless networks. The software defined wireless
networking poses many challenges and brings forth several
research efforts to introduce the SDN features into wireless
local area networks. Each access point conventionally makes
decisions on its own modulation schemes, and power and
channel settings based on local SNR evaluate or simply follow
the default values.

The control plane of theWiFi infrastructure ismuchmore
complicated than the wired networks [12]. The first effort on
instrumenting the control plane is the OpenRoads project
[15], where a three-layer architecture was proposed. The flow
layer implements the OpenFlow protocol to forward wireless

traffic between routers. Medium specific parameters are
managed using SNMP. The flow layer enables slicing traffic
in order to allow an easy integration of new technologies
and feasible experimentation on real networks. OpenRoads
implements a similar approach like FlowVisor in wired net-
works [16]. The control layer centrally controls the network
using the NOX controller [17] and the client can switch
connections between cellular and WiFi networks to achieve
seamless handovers. There are many advantages for a user to
achieve enhanced coverage area and an increase in bandwidth
capacity. Implementing the OpenRoads architecture requires
decoupling mechanisms between service providers and net-
work owners.This decoupling and virtualization over the laid
infrastructure have far reaching effects in terms of economy
and regulatory challenges faced by the industry [18]. Practical
implementation of this architecture requires decoupling of
service providers and network owners. OpenRadio fills this
gap with the aim of providing programmability of the
PHY and MAC layers by attempting to define a software
abstraction layer that hides the hardware details from the
upper layer programmers [19]. OpenRadio does not provide
programmable PHY and MAC layers; nevertheless, it can
cooperate with other projects such asWARP andCloudMAC.
CloudMAC is a network architecture aimed at achieving
a programmable MAC layer without resorting to software
radios [20] with the introduction of the virtualized APs.

The deployment of SDWN for enterprise was studied
in the Odin project [11], in which the light virtual access
point (LVAP) approach was proposed, similar to LVAPs
used in CloudMAC [20]. Odin and OpenRoad contribute
a complete SDWN architecture. Nevertheless, there is still
room for improving network delay and performance [21].
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The channel-related processing may be a time critical job and
the centralized processing away from the production network
may significantly degrade delay sensitive applications such
as VoIP or video streaming. It is not straightforward to
apply the centralized control of SDN to wireless networks.
Aeroflux steps up and tries to tackle the problem in a two-tier
approach. AeroFlux was built based on the Odin framework
[11]. This architecture divides the control plane in two layers.
The lower layer, handled by nearsighted controllers (NSCs),
is liable for situations that do not require global state data or
those events that occur very frequently [22].The services like
load balancing andnetworkmonitoring, which are controlled
by a central authority, are controlled by the global controller.

CloudMAC [23] is another software defined wireless net-
work prototype in which APs are responsible for forwarding
MAC frames. In this architecture, MAC frames are processed
on the servers in data centers. CloudMAC WTPs require
a WLAN driver and a small application for controlling
infrastructure, which reduces software bugs and software
complexity. Behop [24] is another SDWN architecture used
for a wide set of management modules of channel, power,
and association control in different environments. Utilizing
the VAP abstraction to decoupleWiFi logic from the physical
infrastructure and control, the infrastructure is exposed
to users. Behop also runs alongside production networks.
Behop APs serve as OpenFlow switches and extend SDN
functionalities to expose primitives for the channel, power,
and association control.

In [25–27], authors proposed different SDWN architec-
tures which utilize OpenWrt based embedded systems. In
[25], Lee et al. developed an access point using Raspberry
Pi. In [26] the instrumented SDWN platform can control
channel assignment and interference management. In [27],
Sundaresan et al. implemented and evaluated the perfor-
mance of wireless home routers, in which the results showed
how the characteristics of home wireless networks affect the
performance of user traffic in real home environments. In
[28, 29], the authors also utilizedOpenWrt based systems and
both architectures slice their network bandwidth in a software
defined approach.

Our study includes various experiments to evaluate and
compare the performance of our testbed with the existing
WiFi infrastructures. The testbed is equipped with the latest
OpenWrt firmware, packages, modifications in the specified
modules, and drivers.Our testbed does not require any client-
side modifications and our approach also removes the hand-
off delay with different channels in multi-BSS scenarios [30].
Previous studies considered different approaches towards
the SDWN architectures with different scopes. Our testbed
specifically focused on the handover performance of software
defined WiFi networks with different parameters (such as
number of clients, VAP, and packet size) in order to push the
loading stress on single and multi-BSS scenarios [30–32].

3. Testbed

In order to enable programmability in the WiFi infrastruc-
ture, we construct our testbed without any client-sidemodifi-
cations. The network performance is evaluated with different

workloads and types of traffic on the testbed. Distance and
interference are the factors which have major impact on
the throughput. The testbed includes updated versions of
the Odin architecture with upgraded control functionalities,
different applications running on the controller, the upgraded
OpenWrt system, and the utility modules.

As shown in Figure 2, our testbed consists of three
major parts. The first part is an SDN-based controller which
centrally controls the whole network through different policy
based applications. The second part includes a number of
commodity access points, in which the NetGear routers
(WNDR3700v4) serve as OpenFlow switches by instrument-
ing an OpenWrt based operating system. The OpenWrt
release 15.05 is used for implementing the OpenWrt based
image for the embedded Linux system. Different utilities are
installed in order to make the devices function as OpenFlow
switches. Major open source projects used in our testbed
include the OpenVswitch version 2.3, the ath9k Linux driver,
and the user-level click modular router.The NetGearWNDR
3700v4 model is equipped with the Atheros AR8327 chipset,
560MHz CPU and 128Mbit RAM. TP-Link TL-SG1024DT
switches are used in order to provide the SSH utility and
the Internet access to end-users. The third part includes 8
mini PCs which install the Intel Core i3 processor with 4GB
of RAM and 18 wireless USB adapters are used to serve as
WiFi end-hosts. In order to send traffic from the iPerf clients
to the iPerf server in a controlled manner, we utilized the
clusterssh utility. Clusterssh provides the utility to issue the
same command into several end-hosts in parallel. Otherwise,
we have to log in each end-host with SSH and configure
these hosts serially from a single input window over a SSH
connection. Our experiments only test the 802.11 network at
the 2.4GHz range.

We also set up a multiple BSS network topology to
study the handover performance when WiFi clients roam
between APs as shown in Figure 3, in which there are two
APs which are controlled by a SDN controller. Initially, a
client is connected to AP-1. After some time this client
moves its location towards AP-2. A laptop is used here for
the handover experiments. In this study, dynamic IPs are
assigned to the laptop by the TP-Link router. For displaying
measurement results and maintaining network connectivity,
we instrumented scripts to send ICMPmessages periodically
from one node to another.

4. Results

We conduct various measurement sessions and report the
results of our SDWN testbed in this section. Our experiments
were conducted with the following operational settings. Our
testbed consists ofmultiple clients which are connected to the
network, a master node which is responsible for the LVAP
assignment and the installation of OpenFlow forwarding
rules, and different applications which run on the master
node. In order to send traffic at a time from different iPerf
clients to the iPerf server, we utilize the clusterssh utility.
Clusterssh provides the console to issue the same commands
into several machines in a batch; otherwise, we have to
log in each node with a standard SSH utility and issue the
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Figure 3: A multi-BSS network topology.

commands serially from a single input window over an SSH
connection.

This testbed not only has instrumented the program-
mable WiFi nodes towards a software defined WiFi net-
work, but also includes different techniques to improve the
network performance. These experiments are designed to
provide some insight into understanding the practicality
of software defined systems in different aspects. In order
to examine the design space of the software defined sys-
tems, we also instrumented a traditional WiFi network as
the benchmark for the comparison purpose. Every access
point has its own architecture or mechanisms; hence, its
performance varies for association and reassociation with

the clients. Without explicit statements, we use the same
lab settings with different architectures in order to achieve
a fair comparison. In this measurement study, we repeat
our experiment sessions 10 times for each combination of
the parameters, the reported values are the computed as
the average of these 10 experiments, and MATLAB is used
for plotting of result figures. We built this testbed with a
simple NetGear WNDR 3700v4 switch. First, we measured
the performance with the commodity hardware. Then, the
OpenWrt based image was installed in the same NetGear
switches for comparison with the Odin-V2 architecture. This
Odin-V2 architecture is built based on OpenWrt. We aim
to study whether the performance degradation was due to
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Figure 4: Network throughput with packet size 𝐿 = 1500 bytes:
NetGear-OpenWrt versus Odin-V2.
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Figure 5: Network throughput with packet size 𝐿 = 1500 bytes:
generic NetGear versus Odin-V2.

OpenWrt or due to software implementation. Our evaluation
starts with the throughput performance with different packet
sizes and different topology settings.

Figure 2 shows the topology of our network testbed with
a single BSS. In the first experiment, we set up a single access
point with 2 clients, in which one is serving as the client and
the other serves as the server.These two clients are associated
with the same AP. One client is generating the packet streams
and the other client receives the packets. The performance
evaluationwas conducted for 100 secondswith the packet size
1500 bytes in each session.

As shown in Figures 4 and 5, the throughput performance
of Odin-V2 with the commodity NetGear WNDR 3700v4
switch and the NetGear WNDR 3700v4 with the installed
OpenWrt firmware. The generic NetGear and the OpenWrt
firmware were used to examine the delay performance
benchmark to evaluate the software defined testbed based
on OpenWrt. We aim to investigate that the performance
degradation of software defined approach is either due to
OpenWrt or some other reasons. The generated traffic is the
overall network traffic because there are only two clients in
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Figure 6: Maximum network throughput with 1 client: UDP versus
TCP. Outer bar (blue bar) depicts the throughput for UDP flows and
the inner bar shows the throughput of TCP flows.

this network. Afterwards, we increase the number of clients in
the same topology. Among these clients, one client becomes
the receiver or the iPerf server and the other remaining
clients will generate traffic or behave as iPerf clients. All the
traffic will be sent simultaneously towards the iPerf server by
using the clusterssh utility. In our results, outer bars depict
the throughput for UDP flows and the inner bar shows the
throughput of TCP flows.

Figure 6 illustrates the maximum network throughput of
1 client with UDP and TCP flows. This figure also contains
the comparison of conventional network and Odin-V2 which
includes 4 applications running on the controller. These
applications create virtual access points. The applications
running atop master include load balancing, authentication,
and mobility. We also investigated the impact on network
throughput by generating multiple slices on a single router.
This kind of virtual access points can run on single or
multiple access points within the same network depending
on user’s desire or need. The maximum throughout for the
traditional network reaches around 60Mbps; nevertheless,
the performance of software defined approach is almost half
of the conventional network. This performance drop is due
to controlled traffic in SDN because multiple LVAPs are
created. Other reasons may be the software implementation
of switching in AP. The software defined approach running
withmultiple applications has less throughput as compared to
single application running on controller. For each individual
client, an individual virtual AP is created to deploy specific
set of packet process rules. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the
performance of the 6 and 12 clients for UDP and TCP flows
with respect to packet sizes. In these scenarios, we increased
the traffic generating clients from 6 to 12. The measurement
results show that Odin-V2 network is approaching 15Mbps
for smaller packet sizes and the average network throughput
ismore than half for cases with smaller packet sizes. In case of
larger packet sizes, the throughput difference between UDP
and TCP flows drops down to half. The relationship between
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throughputs versus packet size is proportional. However,
when the packet size is too large, it becomes difficult to
deliver the packets to the receiver side. In case of noisy
channel conditions and large packet sizes, the throughput
reduces more than previous conditions due to increasing
retransmission. Usually one AP can provide services to about
25 clients at a time but it also depends on the AP architecture.
So in order to test the network performance under higher
stress conditions, we utilize around 24 clients. Figure 9 also
illustrates the performance evaluation of 24 clients with
both architectures. We observed that Odin-V2 with different
applications is still working. The TCP throughput is around
5Mbps and the UDP throughput is less than 10Mbps with
different packet sizes but even with this throughput many
multimedia applications can work well within this range.

Generally speaking, all the devices in a WiFi network do
not remain in the active mode simultaneously. These devices
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Figure 9: Maximum network throughput with 24 clients: UDP
versus TCP. Outer bar (blue bar) depicts the throughput for UDP
flows and the inner bar shows the throughput of TCP flows.

switch as active and passive clients from time to time within
the network. In Figures 10 and 11, we aim to study the impact
of passive clients on the network throughput. Hence, we
increased the number of clients from 6 to 24 clients by having
half of the clients in the passive mode.These results show the
falling trend of throughput of about 6 to 10Mbps in case of
passive clients. Figure 12 also illustrates the sameperformance
degradation trend for different types of flows with constant
1500 bytes packet size. The primary drop in performance of
the conventional WiFi network can be observed during the
increment in the number of clients from 1 to 6.

Figure 13 shows the throughput comparison of all active
clients with different combination of active and passive
clients. The inner bar depicts the performance of all active
clients and the outer bar shows the performance of com-
bination of active and passive clients. These experiments
demonstrate the impact of the increasing number of passive
clients on the throughput of active clients. These results also
show that the conventional network has more impact on
the performance degradation as compared to the software
defined approach in case of a small number of clients.

Figure 14 shows the impact on the throughput and the
reassociation delay during handover. Generally handover
occurs due to signal strength. When a client receives better
signal strength from an AP, as compared to previously
associated AP, it reassociates itself towards another AP. This
handover mechanism is not specified in the 802.11 protocols.
It depends on the client architecture how it behaves under
this specific situation.There are two major factors behind the
variation of handover delay: one is the delay occurrence due
to AP and the other is due to initialization of client. In our
study, a client initiates this procedure. In order to minimize
the effect of different architectures, we have utilized the same
hardware for all cases. In this experiment, the client moves
fromoneAP towards another after approximately 25 seconds.
The results show that the software defined approach has
negligible fluctuation during handover. One reason behind
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Figure 14: Network throughput during the handover.

this normal transition state is that there is no exchanging of
layer-2 and layer-3 messages. The other reason is due to the
centralized control, whereas the conventional network takes
around 2 to 3 seconds for reassociation and takes more time
to regain the prehandover throughput. Although Odin-V2
provides less throughput as compared to the conventional
network, this handover delay provides a practical solution
for many streaming applications, where minor delay can
affect the performance of applications, such as VoIP and
online gaming. Figure 15 shows the round-trip time, where
the purpose of this experiment is to find the end-to-end
latency, because it has a negative effect on throughput. For
small packet sizes, the end-to-end latency is almost the
same but for large packet sizes Odin-V2 show 4 times more
latency as compared to conventional network. Figure 16
shows the handover delay; in this case the two access points
have different channels. As mentioned earlier, Odin-V2 does
not exchange layer-2 and layer-3 messages between clients
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Figure 16: Handover delay on the same operation channel and the
different operation channels.

and APs, and the handover delay is practically negligible
compared with the conventionalWiFi network. However, the
small delay as shown in Figure 16 is due to the communication
between the AP and the controller, which is responsible for
association/dissociation of a client from one AP to another.

With lacking of coordination between APs, a traditional
WiFi network can experience unbalance traffic load. Figures
17 and 18 illustrate two scenarios, before and after load
balancing with different number of access points. These
figures depict a hypothetical scenario for balancing network
load among different access points, showing how SDN helps
to balance its load in order to improve the network through-
put among different clients. This hypothetical scenario is
tabulated in Table 1, showing the scenario of three access
points, and Table 2 shows the scenario of 4 access points.

In summary, Figure 19 shows the tradeoff between pro-
grammability and performance. Odin-V2 shows lower
throughput as compared to the traditional WiFi network
devices but does also show the flexibility of a programmable
device. The throughput difference between the NetGear-
OpenWrt implementation and the SDN-based wireless

network is due to the OpenVswitch and the click modular
router because the click modular router is running at the
user space of Linux. The degradation on the throughput
performance by SDN is tolerable because this VAP imple-
mentation provides a smooth handover, which indicates the
user connection migration from one AP to another without
any noticeable delay.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we conducted a measurement study of an
SDWN testbed with different packet sizes, virtual access
points, and number of clients to investigate how different
SDN-basedWiFi networks behave with different traffic loads
with typical network settings. We investigated the handover
mechanism of SDWN and traditional WiFi networks by the
deployment of multiple access points. Our practical deploy-
ment experiences depicted the behaviors of our SDWN
infrastructure with several applications running on the con-
troller. We also observed the performance implication of
deploying different applications on the controller in SDWN.
The average and maximum throughput performance of
TCP and UDP flows was evaluated for different network
testing scenarios. Our testbed platform, Odin-V2, is based on
OpenWrt; hence, the performance of Odin-V2 was therefore
gauged using OpenWrt as the benchmark.

The logically centralized nature of the SDWN provides
many benefits for management at the cost of performance
degradation. In particular, the performancewith a large num-
ber of clients is still an open issue. SDWNmay be a promising
approach to solve many issues including handover, load
balancing, and managing complexity. However, before large-
scale deployment of this software defined approach, several
issues including throughput, delay, resource discovery, and
security need to be addressed. Latency in SDWN is still an
open research challenge for many applications which is also
demonstrated by our study.The SDWN architecture provides
a rich set of control features, while traditional WiFi networks
are still advantageous in better network performance. This
comparison study of different SDWN implementations shows
that no individual architecture can fulfill the demand of users,
so network administrator should devise application spe-
cific architectures for network optimization. We conjecture
that the performance degradation of this software defined
approach is due to the click modular router used in our
testbed. Such a software-based implementation in the user
space of Linux is a major issue; system overhead may also
arise due to generation of different LVAPs created for each
user.

In order to gain full advantages of the SDWN archi-
tectures, specific routers can be designated for specific
applications. This would increase the share of deterministic
component of the overall load compared to stochastic nature
for the rest of the load. As deterministic models are easier
to predict, it makes them more reliable compared to their
stochastic counterparts. The programmable nature of the
proposed SDWN architecture also enables us to counter for
the inherent drawbacks of a deterministic model.This can be
achieved by scheduling certain applications to start on certain
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Figure 17: Load balancing with 3 access points.
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Figure 18: Load balancing with 4 access points.

Table 1: Load balancing case I.

Device Without load balancing With load balancing
AP1 AP2 AP3 AP1 AP2 AP3

Generic NetGear 8.32Mbps 19.43Mbps 29.11Mbps 8.31Mbps 19.42Mbps 29.13Mbps
NetGear-OpenWrt 7.31Mbps 8.31Mbps 25.6Mbps 7.31Mbps 8.32Mbps 25.61Mbps
Odin-V2 3.52Mbps 8.33Mbps 12.52Mbps 6.25Mbps 6.25Mbps 6.25Mbps

Table 2: Load balancing case II.

Device Without load balancing With load balancing
AP1 AP2 AP3 AP4 AP1 AP2 AP3 AP4

Generic NetGear 9.7Mbps 14.55Mbps 58.2Mbps 58.2Mbps 9.7Mbps 14.55Mbps 58.2Mbps 58.2Mbps
NetGear-OpenWrt 8.5Mbps 12.82Mbps 51.3Mbps 51.3Mbps 8.5Mbps 12.82Mbps 51.3Mbps 51.3Mbps
Odin-V2 4.16Mbps 6.25Mbps 25Mbps 25Mbps 8.33Mbps 8.33Mbps 8.33Mbps 8.33Mbps
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Figure 19: Performance versus programmability.

routers based on variety of parameters including users and
time. The network load can be further balanced and thus
the network performance may be improved by introducing
hybrid traffic balancing of passive and active modes. The
throughput performance of the proposed networkmodel can
also be further improved using better network management
policies. We plan to design and implement intelligent load
balancing schemes on Zynq-based programmable WiFi sys-
tems in a software/hardware codesign approach [33].
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